One of the most important dimensions of search engine user information seeking behavior and search engine research is content-based behavior, and limited research has focused on content-based behavior of search engine users. The purpose of this study is to present a simulation application on information science, by performing automatic new topic identification in search engine transaction logs using Monte Carlo simulation. Sample data logs from FAST and Excite are used in the study. Findings show that Monte Carlo simulation for new topic identification yields satisfactory results in terms of identifying topic continuations, however the performance measures regarding topic shifts should be improved.
INTRODUCTION AND RELATED RESEARCH
The World Wide Web, and its search tools, the search engines, are becoming the major source of information for many people. It is important, for this reason, to study the behavior of search engine users. One dimension of search engine user profile is content-based behavior. Currently, search engines are not designed to differentiate according to the user's profile and the content that the user is interested in. However, exploiting the user's interest in various topics and developing a search engine, which is able to understand or at least estimate the user interests will be a significant improvement in search engine research.. During a search session, some users are interested in multiple topics. It was observed that 10-30% of search engine users performed multitasking searches , Ozmutlu, et al. 2003 . Considering multitasking behavior of search engine users, one of the most important facets of content-based analysis is new topic identification. New topic identification is discovering when the user has switched from one topic to another during a single search session. Estimating the arrival of a new topic from a user will be very useful in developing effective information retrieval algorithms necessary for efficient search engines that would provide better results to the Web users. Besides providing better results to the user, custom-tailored graphical user interfaces can be offered to the Web search engine user, if topic changes were estimated correctly by the search engine (Ozmutlu, et al. 2003) .
There are many large scaled studies on search engine datalogs, such as those of Silverstein et al.(1999) , Spink, et. al. (2001) , . The number of studies on content analysis is few, the reason generally being the effort required to manually process the queries for topic identification; however content analysis is a growing area (Pu, et al., 2002) . Some researchers, such as Silverstein, et al. (1999) and Spink, et al. (2001) have performed content analysis of search engine data logs at the term level, and have observed that the highest ranking terms are related to topics of pornography, entertainment and education. Besides term analysis, Spink, et al. (2001) and have performed analysis of a sample of queries at the conceptual or topical level and discovered that the top category in subject of queries was entertainment and recreation. Another research area in content-related search engine research is developing query clustering models based on content information. Pu et al. (2002) developed an automatic classification methodology to classify search queries into broad subject categories. Muresan and Harper (2004) and Beeferman and Berger (2004) propose a topic modeling system for developing mediated queries.
Studies on search engine transaction logs usually analyzed the queries semantically. Semantic analysis of queries is a promising line of research, but is a complicated task; hence its current success is ambiguous One promising approach is to use content-ignorant methodologies to the problem of query clustering or new topic identification in a user search session. In such an approach, queries can be categorized in different topic groups with respect to their statistical characteristics, such as the time inter-Ozmutlu, Ozmutlu and Buyuk vals between subsequent queries or the reformulation of queries. Ozmutlu and Cavdur (2005a) and Ozmutlu, et al. (2006 ) used Dempster-Shafer Theory (Shafer, 1976 for automatic new topic identification. They automatically identified topic changes using statistical data from Web search logs. In other studies, and Ozmutlu and Cavdur (2005b) applied an alternative content-ignorant methodology, namely artificial neural networks, to automatically identify topic changes. In these studies, neural networks also identified topic shifts fairly successfully, however there were still some problems with the estimation of topic shifts.
In this study, we propose to use Monte Carlo simulation application to automatically identify topic changes in search engine transaction logs. The methodology does not contain semantic analysis, and relies on the statistical characteristics of the queries, such as the time between query submissions and the reformulation of the queries. The initial indications of the relation between statistical characteristics of queries and topic change were shown in Spink et al. (2002) and He and Goker (2000) . In this study, the conditional probabilities used in the MonteCarlo simulation is calculated using a sample from real search engine datalogs and simulation is used to identify topic changes on a separate dataset from the same search engine. The success of Monte Carlo simulation is determined comparing its results to that of the human expert.
The layout of the paper is as follows: We initially present the literature review related to topic identification, followed by the description of the methodology, results and the conclusion.
METHODOLOGY

Research Design
The FAST search engine (http://www.alltheweb.com) provided a query log of 1,257,891 for our analysis. Queries were collected from 12:00 AM (Norwegian time) on February 6, 2001 for 24 hours until 12:00 AM February 7, 2001. The transaction log might seem outdated to the unfamiliar eye, however it is very difficult to obtain real datasets form search engines, hence analyses are made on available datasets only. In the FAST data log structure, the entries are given in the order they arrive. FAST assigns a new user ID to every new user and it is possible to identify new sessions through these user IDs. In addition, FAST gives each query is a time stamps in hours, minutes and seconds. We selected a sample of 10,007 queries from the total of 1,257,891 queries. The sample size was not kept very large, since evaluation of the performance of the algorithm would require a human expert to go over all the queries. The sample was selected using Poisson sampling to provide a sample dataset that is both statistically representative of the entire data set and small enough to be analyzed conveniently. The second search query log used in this study comes from the Excite search engine (http://www.excite.com) located in the U.S.A. The data was collected on December 20, 1999 and consists of 1,025,910 search queries. 10,003 queries of the dataset were selected as a sample. The datalog structures of Excite and FAST are similar. The third query log also comes from the Excite search engine, but was collected on May 4, 2001 and consists of 1,7 million for our analysis. We selected a sample of 10,256 queries using Poisson sampling.
We use the following concepts in the study (Spink, et al. 2001): (1) Query: a set of one or more search terms; it may include advanced search features, such as logical operators and modifiers.
(2) Session: the entire set of queries by the same user over time. A session could be as short as one query or contain many unique and repeat queries.
Notation
The notation used in this study is below: Topic shift: A change from one topic to another between queries within a single user session = N contin&correct +Type B error (4) The commonly used performance measures of Precision (P) and Recall (R) are used in this study. The focus of precision and recall are both on correctly estimating the number of topic shifts and continuations. Interpreted in terms of topic shifts, as in Cavdur (2005a, 2005b) precision (P shift ) is the correctly estimated number of shifts by the Monte-Carlo simulation among all the shifts marked by the Monte-Carlo simulation (5), and recall (R shift ) is the correctly estimated number of shifts by the Monte-Carlo simulation among all the shifts marked by the human expert (6). On the other hand, interpreted in terms of topic continuations, precision (P contin ) is the correctly estimated number of continuations by the MonteCarlo simulation among all the continuations marked by the Monte-Carlo simulation (7) and recall (R contin ) is the correctly estimated number of continuations by the Monte-Carlo simulation among all the continuations marked by the human expert (8). The fifth measure, F _shift (9) combines P shift and R shift to provide a single parameter to compare different results and to be consistent with previous studies. is chosen as 1.3 in this study to be consistent with the previous studies on automatic new topic identification. The sixth measure, fitness function F _contin (10), combines P contin and R contin into a single value. These performance measures are used to demonstrate the performance of the proposed Monte-Carlo simulation. The formulations of these measures are as follows:
Proposed methodology
In this study, we propose a Monte-Carlo simulation application to identify topic changes in the Excite and FAST search engine query logs. The general steps of the methodology applied in this paper are explained next. Evaluation by human expert: The actual topic shifts and continuations in the 10,000 query FAST and Excite data sets are identified and marked by a human expert. This step is necessary for determining the conditional probabilities that would be used for Monte-Carlo simulation, and also for testing the performance of Monte-Carlo simulation in identifying topic shifts and continuations. Separating the data into two sets: The data is separated to two approximately equal sized sections. The first section of the datasets is used to determine the conditional probabilities that would be used for Monte-Carlo simulation and the second section is used to test the performance of Monte-Carlo simulation. The two data sections do not contain the same number of queries to keep the entirety of the user session containing the median query. Sizes of the datasets are given in Table 1 . Identification of search pattern and time interval of each query in the dataset: Application of Monte-Carlo simulation for automatic new topic identification relies on the statistical characteristics of the queries, such as the time between query submissions and the reformulation of the subsequent queries. Therefore, each query in the datasets is categorized in terms of its search pattern and time interval. The classification of the search patterns is based on terms of the consecutive queries within a session. The time interval is the difference of the arrival times of two consecutive queries. The categories of time intervals are determined with respect to the length of the difference of the arrival times of two consecutive queries. The categorization of time interval and search pattern remains similar to those of Cavdur (2005a, 2005b) and Ozmutlu, et al. ( , 2006 .
The search patterns are automatically identified by a computer program. The logic for the automatic search pattern identification can be summarized as in Figure 1 . See Table 2 for distribution of queries in the training dataset with respect to search patterns. Note that the total number of queries in Table 2 is not equivalent to the total number of queries in the training dataset. The reason is that it is impossible to identify the search pattern or the time interval of the last query in each session, since there are no subsequent queries after the last query of each session. It should be noted that not all of 5014 queries in Excite 1999, 5128 queries in Excite 2001 and 4997 queries in FAST can be used for training. The last query of each user session cannot be processed for pattern classification and time duration, since there are no subsequent queries after the last query of each session. In the training dataset for Excite, there were 1201 user sessions, so excluding the last query of each session, the test dataset is reduced to 3813 queries from 5014 queries. In the training dataset for FAST, excluding the last query of each session, the training dataset is reduced to 4560 queries from 4997 queries. Similary, in the Excite 2001 dataset, the training dataset was reduced to 3270 from 5128. After the human expert identified the topic shifts and continuations, 3544 topic continuations and 269 topic shifts were identified within the 3813 queries for the Excite 1999 dataset; 4174 topic continuations and 386 topic shifts were identified within the 4560 queries for the FAST dataset, and 2879 topic continuations and 391 topic shifts were identified within the 3270 queries for the Excite 2001 dataset. We use seven categories of search patterns in this study, which are as follows (Ozmutlu and Cavdur 2005a , 2005b , 2006 . We also provide examples for each search pattern.
Unique (New): the second query has no common term compared to the first query.
Example: Query j : Automobile Query j+1 : Harry Potter Next Page (Browsing): the second query requests another set of results on the first query.
Example: Query j : Automobile Query j+1 : Automobile Generalization: all of the terms of second query are also included in the first query but the first query has some additional terms.
Example: Query j : Red Automobile Query j+1 : Automobile Specialization: all of the terms of the first query are also included in the second query but the second query has some additional terms.
Example: Query j : Automobile Query j+1 : Red Automobile Reformulation: some of the terms of the second query are also included in the first query but the first query has some other terms that are not included in the second query. This means that the user has added and deleted some terms of the first query.
Example: Query j : Red Automobile Toyota Query j+1 : Automobile Corolla Relevance feedback: the second query has zero terms (empty) and it is generated by the system when the user selects the choice of ''related pages ''.
Example: Query j : Automobile Query j+1 : "" Others: If the second query does not fit any of the above categories, it is labeled as other. Any non-empty query listed after an initial empty query, such as relevance feedback belongs to the 'others' category. Note that if this pattern observed on an intermediate query in a session, this property does not hold.
Example: Q1 : "" Q2 : Toyota Car The categories of time intervals are determined with respect to the length of the difference of the arrival times of two consecutive queries and are similar to those used in and Ozmutlu and Cavdur (2005) We use seven categories of time intervals for a query: 0-5 seconds, 5-10 seconds, 10-15 seconds, 15-20 seconds, 20-25 seconds, 25-30 seconds, 30+ seconds. The distribution of the queries with respect to time interval in the training datasets for the FAST and Excite search engine datalogs can be seen in Table 3 .
Computing conditional probabilities for topic shifts and continuations: Each query in the datasets is categorized with respect to its time interval and search pattern combination. This step involves 49 categories of queries, which can be listed as 1_1, 1_2; etc. The categories can be seen in Table 4 . Since, all the queries have previously been tagged by the human expert as shifts and continuations, it is possible to determine the breakdown of shifts and continuations with respect to the 49 topic categories. See Table 4 for the breakdown of shifts and continuations with respect to topic categories in the first half of the datasets Using the breakdown of the shifts and continuations with respect to query categories, the conditional probability of a topic shift and continuation given the query category is computed by dividing the number of shifts in a certain category to the total number of queries in that category. For example, in query category 1-5 in the Excite dataset, there are 403 continuations and 76 shifts, totaling to 479 queries. Consequently, the conditional probability for Input: Queries Q i-1 , Q i , Q i+1 (set of three subsequent queries) Local: Q c , current query (as a string) Q n , next query (as a string) B = {t | t Q c and t Q n }, the set of terms (terms determined using "space" as a divider) that are common in both Q c and Q n C = {t | t Q c and t Q n }, the set of terms, which appear in Q c only D = {t | t Q c and t Q n }, the set of terms, which appear in Q n only Output: continuation given the query category 1_5 is 0.84; whereas the conditional probability for shift is 0.16. Notice that there are no observations in some of the query categories. For example, in Table 4 , there were no queries of the category 2_2 in the first half of the Excite 1999 dataset. In such cases, it might always be possible to encounter that category in the second half. Then, the methodology should blindly estimate whether there is a topic change or not. To stay on the safe side, we have adjusted the conditional probabilities to provide an estimate of "continuation", where there are no observations in a given category in the first half of the dataset. The resulting conditional probability values for each query type for the Excite and FAST datasets are in Table 4 .
Automatic new topic identification using MonteCarlo simulation: Arrivals of topic shifts and continuations are estimated in the second portion of the datasets using the conditional probabilities calculated in the first half of the datasets. The estimation of topic shifts and continuations is made by using Monte-Carlo simulation for each query in the test dataset. Initially, the time interval and search pattern category of the query is determined. Then, a random number is generated using Uniform (0,1). If the random number is between 0 and the conditional probability value for continuation, the query is labeled as continuation. If the random number exceeds the conditional probability value for continuation, then the query is labeled as shift. For, example consider query category 3_5 in the FAST dataset. If a query in the test dataset belongs to category 3_5, after generating the random number, the query is labeled as continuation if the random number is between 0 and 0.63; and it is labeled as shift otherwise. The study was made using MS Excel.
Since, it is not adequate to rely on results based on one simulation run only, the Monte-Carlo simulation is replicated ten times, and the average of the results of the ten replications is considered to evaluate the performance of the methodology.
Comparison of results from human expert and Monte-Carlo simulation: The results of Monte-Carlo simulation are compared to the actual topic shifts and identifications determined by the human expert for the test dataset. Correct and incorrect estimates of topic shift and continuation are marked and the statistics in the notation section are calculated, which are used in the evaluation of results. When the human expert evaluated the 10,256 Excite 2001 query dataset, 6664 queries were included in the analysis (excluding the last query of each user session). Out of 6664 queries 6001 topic continuations (90%) and 663 topic shifts (10%) were found. The results of the evaluation of the human expert can be seen in Table 5 . In the subset used for training (first half of the dataset-5128 queries), there were 1858 user sessions, thus 3270 queries of the first half of the dataset are used for computing the conditional probabilities. Out of 3270 queries, there are 2879 topic continuations and 391 topic shifts. In the second half of the dataset, 5128 queries were considered. Eliminating the last query of each session leaves 3394 queries to be included in the analysis. Out of 3394 queries, 3122 were topic continuations, whereas 272 were topic shifts. When the human expert evaluated the 10,007 FAST query dataset, 9044 queries were included in the analysis. Out of 9044 queries 8348 topic continuations and 696 topic shifts were found (Table 5 ). 4560 queries of the first half of the dataset are used for computing conditional probabilities. Out of 4560 queries, there are 4174 topic continuations and 386 topic shifts. In the second half of the dataset, there were 5010 queries and 526 user sessions. Eliminating the last query of each session leaves 4484 queries to be included in the analysis. Out of 4484 queries, 4174 were topic continuations, whereas 310 were topic shifts.
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When the human expert evaluated the 10,003 Excite query dataset, 7059 topic continuations and 421 topic shifts were found. Eliminating the last query of each session leaves 7480 queries to be included in the analysis. In the subset used for computing conditional probabilities (first half of the dataset (5014 queries), there are 3544 topic continuations and 269 topic shifts, and in the second half of the dataset (4989 queries), there are 3515 topic continuations and 152 topic shifts.
After applying Monte-Carlo simulation on the second half of the datasets to estimate topic shifts and continuations, we obtain the results in Table 6 for the Excite and FAST datasets. The results are the average of the 10 Monte-Carlo simulation runs rounded to the nearest integer. For comparison, we also include the results on the second half of the dataset as evaluated by the human expert. For the Excite 2001 dataset, we observe that Monte-Carlo simulation marked 2995 queries as topic continuation, whereas the human expert identified 3122 queries as topic continuation. Similarly, Monte-Carlo simulation marked 399 queries as topic shifts, whereas the human expert identified 272 queries as topic shifts. The number of Tye B errors were 126, and this yields a R shift value of 0.54, which is a satisfactory result. In addition, 2869 topic continuations out of 3122 continuations were estimated correctly, yielding a R contin value of 0,96. These results denote a high level of estimation of topic shifts and continuations. On the other hand, Monte-Carlo simulation yielded 399 topic shifts, when actually there are 272 topic shifts, giving a value of 0.37 for P shift . This results means that the MonteCarlo simulation overestimates the number of topic shifts. The reasons for this overestimation should be investigated. In terms of topic continuations P contin was 0.96, 2869topic continuations out of 2995 topic continuations were estimated correctly, i.e. almost all, but 4% the topic continuations marked by the Monte-Carlo simulation were correct. The F ß values are also significantly higher compared to previous studies. For the FAST dataset, we observe that the MonteCarlo simulation marked 4146 queries, whereas the human expert identified 4174 queries as topic continuation. Similarly,Monte-Carlo simulation marked 338 queries, whereas the human expert identified 310 queries as topic shifts. This yields a R shift value of 0,44, which is a moderate result. In addition, 3973 topic continuations out of 4174 continuations were estimated correctly, yielding a R contin value of 0.95, which is a very satisfactory result. These results show a satisfactory level of estimation of topic continuations, but less fo for topic shifts. On the other hand, the Monte-Carlo simulation yielded 338 topic shifts, giving a value of 0,41 for P shift . In the FAST dataset as well as the Excite 2001 dataset, Monte-Carlo simulation overestimates the number of topic shifts. In terms of topic continuations P contin was 0,96, 3973 out of 4146 topic continuations were estimated correctly, i.e. many topic continuations marked by Monte-Carlo simulation were correct.
After applying Monte-Carlo simulation on the Excite 1999 dataset, we observe that Monte-Carlo simulation marked 3383 queries as topic continuation, whereas the human expert identified 3515 queries as topic continuation. Similarly, Monte-Carlo simulation marked 283 queries as topic shifts, whereas the human expert identified 152 queries as topic shifts. The results in terms of the performance measures are similar to those of other datasets. The performance measures are poorer for the Excite 1999 dataset compared to the other datasets, and the reasons should be investigated.
CONCLUSION
Content information of search engine user queries is an important dimension of information retrieval and science. This study proposes a Monte-Carlo simulation application to automatically identify topic changes in a user session by using statistical characteristics of queries, such as time intervals and query reformulation patterns. Real transaction logs come from the FAST and Excite search engines. Conditional probabilities given query category were computed and Monte-Carlo simulation was applied to automatically identify topic shifts and continuations. As a result of Monte-Carlo simulation, the performance measures yielded satisfactory results, except the overestimation of topic shifts, especially for the Excite 1999 dataset. Therefore, we conclude that Monte-Carlo simulation is fairly successful in automatic identification of topic shifts and continuations in search engine data logs, and have a promising application potential in information science. Future work includes solving the problem of overestimation of topic shifts, improving the other performance measures, and integrating Monte-Carlo simulation as the automatic new topic identification tool in information retrieval and search engine algorithms. 
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